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Maine Million Is
One-ActPlays
Next Step To
New Campus

Eft v Pottle Says
Research.; Is
Happy Pursuit

Interesting Problems
Trustees Authorize Continued Confront Workshop Players Exp lains Work Of Literary
In Planning Productions
Campaign For Funds
Scholar In Address For
Toward Building Program
Libra ry Associates

Last Saturday, the trustees of Colby college held their fall meeting in
Portland.
President Franklin W.
Johnson, Professor Frederick Pottle
of Yale , George Otis Smith, and
Joseph Coburn Smith were among
those present. The trustees auth orized President Johnson to proceed
with the "Maine Million " campaign.
Among the non-Colby men and women in the state of Maine who may
contribute to the new campus with
the reali2ation that this project will
be to the advantage of the state as a
whole. The object 'of this drive,
which will start- in April and extend
through the summer, is to raise about
four hundred thousand dollars , which
will carry through a full construction
program for next summer.

Posters have appeared about the
campus announcing the production
on Thursday, Dec. 1, of three one-act
plays by the Colby Workshop Players.
The curtain will rise at Alumnae
Building,' 8 o'clock , on a colorful
scene. Manikin and Minikin , the first
play, by the American poet and playwright Alfred Kreymborg, is set on
the mantel of a Yankee, .salon, with
'bisque figures on each side of the
huge clock. The- clock ticks . . tick
. . tock . . and suddenly, He speaks,
She speaks—and the strangest quarrel in the world is on. . The play is
almost a modern classic. Mildred Colwell and Barbara Mitchell are the
pl aye r s, and the wearers of the lovely costumes.
The Friend of Poti pher's Wife, by
C. A. Rollins, has given the actors
and costume committees many a
problem. "Just what does the welldressed slave wear in the reign of
King Tut? How to outfi t an Egyp-

The "Maine Million " campaign is
the second stage of the three-year
plan to secure money. With nearly a
million dollars given over recent
years as the first stage of the plan by
(Continued on page 6)
the graduates, trustees, and students
of Colby, four foundations have been
laid, foxir excavations have been
m ade, and part of the library lias
been erected. If enough money is
strar
pledged for the second. „_, and - third
stages of the plan , Colby will he able
to move onto the Mayflower Hill site ; Profess-V: Elmer ¦C;- - Warren;;spoke;
a . year from this next fall.
in women's- and men's chapel" assemDuring the past fiscal year, more bly on Monday and Fridays of; last
than half a million dollars was given week on the work of the;registrar. He
to Colby, President Johnson announ- defined the office as that of an aca'
ced in his report to the board. Of demic bookkeeper who keeps a record
and
catalogues,
issues
of
each
student,
this, $281 ,401 was earmarked for enqualifications
gives
out
degrees.
The
dowment, and $297 ,289 was designated in gifts and pledges for the May- for such a bookkeeper are thoroughness, accuracy, statistical ability, and
flower Hill project.
a knowledge-of education.
In addition to having to make out

Warre n Describes
Regi
's Work

Construct Models Of
Rooms In Proposed
Women . Dorms

A model of two rooms in the new
women 's dormitories on Mayflower
Hill is being constructed in the basement of Foss Hall. During the last
week there has been much hammering and pounding on the part of the
carpenters, and much speculation
as to the purpose of this construction
on the part of the students.
A single -room and a double rcoin ,
which are to be exact samples of the
rooms planned for Mayflower Hill, aro
being built, They will be the same
size, they will have sample furniture
and fixtures, the walls will be tinted ,
wardrobes built in , and all the improvements proposed for the new
dormitories will be installed if it is
nt all possible. The actual construction will bo finished in a week or ton
days and the rooms will be ready for
inspection as soon after that as tho
furniture .and fixtures can bo obtained.
This model is being built so that
the rooms can be tested under actual
living conditions. Two girls are going to bo asked to, move nil of their
possessions—from hats to hankies ,
books to nail polish— 'into those
rooms, Thoy* will live right there with
the possible exception of sleeping.
Tho collogo wants to ho absolutely
positive that thoy lmvo thought of
ov or y t h in g nec essary for the com f ort
of students and that tho facilities
provided will surely bo adequate for
two girls under actual tost conditions.

and file matriculation cards, records;
of marks, academic record cards, r e-;
ports from schools from which the
students come, records of admission
units, results of psychological tests,
cards denoting changes of course,
and warnings, the registrar must listen to complaints, interview students,
consult with visiting employers, and
produce schedules of class meeting
and of a final and semi-final examinations.
(Continued on page 6)

Dean Marriner Visits
Conn. Alumni
Dean Marriner was the guest
speaker at a meeting of the Naugutuck Valley Alumni Association held
in Waterbury, Connecticut on Friday
evening, Nov. 18, In the group of
fifty were several prospective , students and their parents.

Arthur Thomas , class of

1880,
spoke for the association and Dean
Marvin or addressed tho group /for tho
college , Several reels of colored films
wove also shown. Each year tho
Nau gutu ck gr o u p ra i ses a smal l fund
and awards a scholarship to some stud ent fro m ,, that section. Dr. John II,
Foster, ''13, a prominent Watorbuvy
physician , is president of the asso¦i •
.
ciafcioni

On tho tri p Dean Marr i ner visited
several secondary schools, amon g
which was the Hartfor d Public High
School. On Saturday ho attended
tlio Hnrvurd-Yalo game as tho guest
of-Dr 'i Foster.

"Literary research is one of the
happiest pursuits allowed to man,"
said Dr. Frederick A. Pottle in an address before the Colby Library Associates 'on Friday, November 1.8. He
explained that when it is properly carried out literary research can give the
same satisfaction as any other job well
( Continued on page 6)

Lorimer Chapel
Work Hears
Comp letion
Foreman Says Building Now
Read y For Roof And
56 Foot Tower
The new college , Colby's "venture
in Faith" on Mayflower Hill is well
started on its way. The beautiful
Lorimer Chapel, the first building to
he^ec-U'strji cte&.jM the new. campus,
is^rapidly^' ; nliafing; cbmpletiohl- '-According; to Joseph-; Maloney^ the foreman ;on the proj ect, the <outside work
on the chapel with the exception- oi
laying the roof and erecting the 56
foot tower will be completed by the
end of this week. The work of laying the copperv roofing will start next
week and it is expected that the work
on the tower will be started some
time in the near future, •" None of the.
inside work of the chapel will be done
this year.
The use of a new type of brick has
greatly enhanced the '" ; appearance; and
increased the strength ; of the inew
chapel. This new type of . brick is to
be named the Colby biuck, ' It has
many advantages over :;th'e ,!okl type
of brick.: It has a variety of colors
rather than the dull red color of other
bricks. It is harder and more brilliant than other types, The expansion of this brick when exposed to
water makes necessary careful handling of tlie- bricks particularly in rainy
weather.
,
Work on the new campus this year
will end around Christinas time or
earlier if inclement weather makes it
necessary. Plans at the present time
include tho construction of four
buildings early in the spring. The
foundations for these four buildings
wore laid last summer, By the end
of another year:the now Colby should
be well on the way toward .becoming
one of the most beautiful small colleges in the country,

Boardman Society
Hears Minister
Mr. Myles W. Rodohaveiy pastor of
the Waterville ¦ Uniybrsalist church ,
was . tho speaker at tho November
me eting of the Boardman Society. He
spoke to about 20 prospective ministers and social workers. oh tho subject;
"Tho minister and' tlie social workoi*.','
He described tho function oil both< aa
threefold—to preach , touch , and
roach , w i th em phasis on tho i reachin g
out to those in difficulty and . /th e
awaken ing of the' spark of tho 'divine
that is in ovory human heart,

«¦

Capacity prowd
Hears Concert

Echo To Cohduct
Econqmic Poll
Of Students
Opening

Audience Enj oys
Concert By Prominent
Baritone , Wilbur Evans

r

The annual cooperative concert
series at Colby opened last night in
the Alumnae Building with, the presentation of Wilbur Evans, baritone,
assisted by James Shomate at the
piano. The audience filled every seat
in the hall and overflowed into the
balcony.
The selections rendered by Mr.
Evans were Prologue to the opera "I
Pagliacei" by Leoncavallo ; "Die
Maincht ," by Brahms; "Venedig, " byErich Wolff; "Vergebliches Standchjen," by Brahms. This last is one of
the lighter selections composed by
Brahms which quite fascinated the
audience. It is a dialogue between a
youth and his love, who refuses him
admittance to her home in no uncertain German terms, the effects of
which are quite amusing as sung by
Mr. Evans.
Other selections were "Beau Soir,"
Debussy; "Au Pays," Holmes ; "The
Siege of Kazan " (from Boris Godouivoff), and "Love Song of the
(Continued on page 6)

Debate Squad Plans
Forensic Season

Cooperates With College
Papers And Christian
Movement To Find Opinions
j_

The Colby ECHO , along with other
college newspapers of New England,
will participate in an Economic Poll
which is being sponsored by the Student Christman Movement in New
England through its Social Action
Commission. Students all over New
England will cast their ballots on several important economic questions
during the week of December fifth.
At Colby the ECHO and the Social
Action Committee of the Colby S. C.
M., will cooperate in conducting polhr in the women's and men's assemblies
of December fifth and ninth respectively.
This Economic Poll is not intended
to create an undergraduate position
on the issues voted upon , but to give
the individual student an opportunity
to weigh and express his civic convictions on a few urgent problems. The
questions to be voted upon are as follows : Do you favor or oppose : 1.
Provision by government of jobs for
those unable bo find work in private
employ? 2. Use of federal measures
to support-agricultural prices? 3. Organization of labor. . . , into , national
unions? 4. The, Maintenance or increase of "•Hrifis""an'd other trade" bar-^
riers ? 5. The further extension 'of-public ownership of electric utilities?
6. Organization of consumer cooperatives? 7. The exercise of a greater
control of production and distribution by the people through government?
The ECHO and the S. C. M. are
now going ahead with plans to carry
out the poll at Colby. Books or information on any ol' the subjects to
be voted on may be found in the college library or in the Religion office in
Champlin Hall. The results of the
poll at Colby and the entire survey in
New England will be announced in
tlie ECHO of December 14, Further
details may be obtained by inquiring
at tho Religion office.

: Although; ho '.; debates are .definitely
scheduled as yet, the Colby debate
squad is already hard at work preparing for another strenuous forensic
season. Besides the annual trip to
the mid-West, there will be numerous
home debates with nearby colleges,
several short trips, and, as a new
feature , more radio debates than ever
before .
The , class in Argumentation and
Debate makes up most of the squad ,
but there are several others who
have shown interest in the squad. The
complete roster is Nathanae! Guptill ,
Wilson Piper , Dwight Sargent Spencer Winsor, Ernest . Marriner, Jr.,
Flint Taylor ,. Harry Cohen , Howard
Miller, Joseph Chernauskas , Allan
Brown , Donald Parsons , Leon Tobin ,
Linwood Palmer, and Misses Barbara
Skehan , Carol Birdwood , and Hayda
Yamins.
Last year debates were held with
such colleges as Bates, Maine, Bowdoin, Middlebury, Tufts , University ol
Detroit, Boston University, Bucknell ,
M, I. T., New Hampshire, and . VerBy careful manipulation of tho
m ont , and the opposition line-up, is
likely to be about the same this year. different solids which constitute tho
five regular polyhcdras , A. Harry
Wheeler successfully put across his
lecture , "Five Littl e Solids—Ildw
They Grew, " This lecture was given
before the Mathematics Club on Saturday at 3:00 P. M. in the Chem Lectur e Room. The discussion lasted for '
over
two hours ,
Th e B o ston Oo lb y Clu b met last
Hi s ill ustration s covered the lar g e
Fri day evening at the Colonial Kitchen o n Charl es Street , Boston. (The tabic in tho room , Mr, Wheeler v is
meeting was on Friday, November known quite prominentl y for his ex18). , Coa ch Al McC oy who was a ceptional models. The members found
guest at the meeting showed movies Iho lecture to bo humorous , interest- '
ing and extremely human. His colof the state footbaH sorios. .
lapsible
models added color and enThe club , which was organized
t
e
rta
i
nment
, as h o made them form
three years ago , has as its * obj ect tho
rendering of services to the Boston themselves.
Col by Alumni Association , the devel- The lecture itself is hard to de- '
oping . of acquaintances among Colby scribe and will remain unfor gotablo* '
men who live in tho vicinity . of _jo _ - to its audience, Mr. Wheeler , per- '
toiii, the inti'oclucinio; of prospectiyo forme d, tho moat daring tricks \oi "
Colby atuden ts to the ; college and * in- practical magicinnship with , almost '
viting thorn to tho meetings of the everyone , of his models. , It suffices .
club , an d to maintain a Boston Colby to say that the "rhombic ,dodocahe- \.
dvon " was so , dissected that jt 'turned .'
Club scholarsh ip.
, Tho president of the club is I-I. T. from -white; to , a .beautiful,blue ^aoior', ,
Uvio and tho secretary is Ra y mond by, being, turned inside out ,, and . that ,
Spinney,
^(Continued on .p nffo 6)
'> ¦*

Mathematician
Describes Growth Of
Five Pol y hedras

Boston Colby Club
Sees Football Movies
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ECHO Selects All-Maine Team; Award 22 Football Letters
Captain Hersey, Burrill , Daggett,
Hatch Are Colby Selections
Bowdoin Places Five And
One Each From Bates
And Maine Teams
The sports writers of the Colby
ECHO got together and selected the
following All-State football team.
The first team includes four Colby
men , five from Bowdoin , and one each
fro m Maine and Bates.
All-Maine eleven , first team :
Pos ition
College
Player
Burrill
L.E.
Colby
L_ L. T
Corey
Bowdoin
Loeman
L.G
Bowdoin
Crooker
C
Bates
Genge
R.G
Maine
___ Colby
Hersey
R.T
Marble
R.E
Bowdoin
Karsokas
BACK
Bowdoin
Hatch
BACK
Colby
Daggett
BACK
Colby
Haldane
BACK
Bowdoin
Burrill an d Marble have been chosen for the end positions because of
their excellent work both offensively
and defensively. In Bus Burrill, we

CHARLES CROOKER
Echo All-Ma ine Center

have the m ore o utst a ndin g wi n gman

of the state. Bus has broke up more
than one attemptd advance singlehanded , in his smart offensive work.
His ability to catch passes has helped Colby immensely in winding up
their best football season in years.
Marble has been very valuable to
Bowdoin. Not beoause of his ability
to catch passes, but because his playin g has been consistent during the entir e season.
Without doubt , Corey is the outstanding tackle of the state. He
p la y ed a smashin g game all fall and
therefore c o uldn 't be omitted at any
cost, Captain Lop Hersey has been
given the other tackle position. His
p la y in g has not been sensati onal like
Corey 's, but it has been very consistent.
Loeman and Genge have been given the guard positions. Looman 's experi ence has given him tlie honor
while Congo 's brilliant play against
Bowd oin has stamped him as an AIIStutor.
All four Maine centers differed
onl y b y a hair , but Crooker of Bates
has been given tho position for his
work in the Bowdoin and Colby
games.
In picking tho backfield , not one
of the four mon mentioned can bo
Karsokas, perhaps , is the
'omitted.
loadin g back of tho state. Experience has made him thus. Hatch gets
tho vote because of his punting, passin g, and runnin g ability. Ho is , no
doubt , tho real triple-threat man of
the state, Johnny Daggotfc is without
question , tho fastest back Maine foot-

Governor To Attend
Banquet Honoring
Series Champions

Council Also Awards Cross
Country Letters And Numerals

Governor Lewis 0. Barrows will be
one of the speakers for the annual
football banquet to be given the 1938
football champions on December 1
by the Waterville Alumni Club.
By RALPH DELANO
Other speakers for the occasion ,
said Coach Bill Millett , will include
The opening paragraph of this col- Coach Al McCoy, Mayor Paul Dundas,
Captain Lop Hersey, and the captainumn last week was an item concernelect.
ing an after-dinner coffee held by the
Women 's Athletic Association. This
has brought me a good deal of kidcling since the printing of the last
ECHO. In self-defense, and to help
back up the statement that I do have
hair on my chest (3—count 'em—3),
may I note that the item wasn't mine
—it was a slip in make-up.
This week's varsity practice was
devoted mainly to drills which conGobble
centrated on offensiv e team work.
Warn ing to Waterville drugg i sts:
This was done in order to acquaint
stock up we ll on liniment , bear-o il,
new candidates with the system in
jo int-grease and other cures for sore
vogue—following the Thanksgiving
muscles. Soon after the Thanksgivrecess a return to individual fundaAUSTIN BRIGGS
ing recess the annual Turkey Track
mentals will 'be in order.
B
ates
r
ight half back , All-Ma ine
meet is to be run off. This is an allThe scrimmage held on Saturday
nom inee
college meet where any of the stupitted the first and second varsity
dents may compete for prizes of turteams against the freshmen in an efkey and other grocery store awards.
fort to select any promising material
The untried-but-true , the would-be 's,
on the second varsity squad for adand the hope fuls all get their chance
vancement. The varsity lined up as
as track coach Cy Perkins holds this
follows : L. F., Spin a; R. F., Rimoannual affair in order to get a slant
soukas; C , Hopkins ; L. G., Iri sh; R.
on potent ial track
stars.
A good
G., Malins.
many of his best men have made their
Peters later moved in at R. F., and
first app earance in this Turke y Meet.
Spina shifted to a guard position.
According to Coach Roundy, the
The Lion 's Share
two most improved men on the squad
The Bowdoin "Orient" last week are Hopkins and Malins. Hopkins
'
contained the statement that the improved shooting will give Colby a
Polar Bears got a "lion 's share of the good scorer in each of
the front line
state title " 'by virtue of trouncing- the positions. Of last year
's freshmen , the
co-holders , the Colby Mules. Just two most promising are
Peters and
who holds the "lion's share " is what Stan Gruber. Stan 's knee injury will
you might call the perfect example probably keep him* out of action for
of the moot question. Colby scored the next few weeks.
20 points more than Bowdoin in state
Much of the work of the past week
series competition. In total number has been done in an attempt to develof points scored Bowdoin was seven op sophomore material ,for thegraduapoints behind her opponents, while tion of five lettermen this year
leaves
Colby was six points ahead of her op- all positions in need of replacement.
ponents.
The next few weeks will be most important to the team , as it will be durA valuable addition to basketball ing this time that fairly definite
games at Colby, espec ially from the choices for first and second teams will
MIKE BUCCIGROSS
spectators ' point of view , is the new be made by Coach Roundy.
Pilot of Bates squad
electr ic scoreboard given to the college by the class of 1938. It has already been ordered for shipment , reports M ike Loebs , and sho uld be installed somet ime in early December.
The instrument is electrically controlled fro m the officials' table , so
that official tabulation is flashed on
the score-boa rd as the game progresses. The board also has an electr ic
Among Colby 's capable performers tin's year ha ve been , [eft to r ight ,
t ime clock attached. It will be placed
Clyde Hatch who was one of McCoy 's cl imax runners , Carl Hod ges who
in an appropriate place at one side of
was a bulwark in the line and has been an All-Maine nominee , and guard
the gym floor.
Ernest Ha rvey.

MULE-KICKS

Basketball Practice
Sessions Stress
Offensive Drill

Real Sports

piece of: fine sportsmanship deserves

self-centered , the home teams usually
get the breaks in sports write-ups. A
noteworthy exception to this general
rul e was the last edition of tho Bates
"Stud ent." The sports page featured
tho Col by Mules in their trouncing of
Bates, The cuts on the page were of
Mul emen Daggett and Baum. That

graph in this one column.
The Terrible Turk
Few k new that Abdu Ha ssan , Colby sta r guard , was fasti ng during the
last of the footb all season , that he
had eate n nothing the day of the
Bates game. It is Ramadan , the
ni nth month of the Mohammedan
yea r , on each day of which faithful
Moha mmedans fast and pray. Abdu
cats nothing f rom the time that the
su n rises until it sets. On the day this
column goes to press the fast will be
over.

Announced last night by Athletic
Director Loebs , twenty-two will receive varsity awards for participation
in football , and four others will be
honored for competition in inter-collegiate cross country.
Those awarded for football are :
Francis B. Allen , Melvin A. Baum ,
Eugene R. Bruce , Harley M. Bubar ,
Paul D. Burnham , Leland C. Burrill ,
John W. Daggett , Daniel F. Daley,
James A. Daly, Charles J. Ferris, Ernest B. Harvey, Abdo Hassan, Clyde
M. Hatch , John E. Hawes, Laurel W.
Hersey, Carleton Ii. Hodges, William
H. Hughes , Edwin E. Lake, Charles
F. Maguire , Maurice A. Rancourt ,
Charles P. Upvall , Richard H. White.
Charles Ii. Card , Philip Charbonneau , James S. Chase, and Macliaon
E. Stevens won letters for cross countr y.
Appointments were made at the
same time to the positions 'of manager and assistant manager for the
next season. William Small continues in his position as manager. Hartley A. Either has been named as assistant manager. Melvin Lock , William Conley, James Kavanaugh ,, and
George Parker have 'been designated
as sophomore assistants.
The following freshmen received
numerals in football for 1938:
Lawrence A . Anicetti , Wendall C.
Brooks, Clifford F. Came, George C.
Carothers , Alphonso T. Clark , Jay ,1.
Conlon , Franklin A. Downie, Raymond M. Flynn ,. Laurie L. Harris,
Harold E. Hegan , Eero Helin , George
R. Kilbourne , Alton G. Laliberte,
Victor A. Lebednik , Edward F. Loring, James D. Marshall , Joseph F.
O'Neil , Nelson L. Page, Harold L.
Rhodenizer , Daniel C. Scioletti , Orcn
R. Shir o, John C. Simon , Royal SpofI' ord , John E. Stevens, Elmer M. Tower , Samuel B. Warren , Lewis E.
Weeks , Herbert J. Whitmore , Fel ix
E. Willette.
The following freshmen received
numerals in cross country for 19* >8:
Thomas J. Clohesy, Louis L. DiPompo , Wesley R. Doe , W alter L,
Emery, Bradford G. Francis, Lincoln
V. Johnson , Linwood E. Palmer , Carl
J. Pizzano , Al bert I. Schoenberger.

Giguere's Barber Shop
and Beauty Parlor
Pel. 080

140 Main Street

Colle ge n ewsp ap ers are too much more recognition than this one para-

ball f ans have seen this season, Haldane has be e n named , in particular,
f or his line bucking ability. Offensively this backfield can do anything and
ever ything, and defensively thoy are
practically the same.
Leavin g Drew of Maine listed on
the second team may seem peculiar
because ho was the best passer in tho
state. However , he has boon beaten
in his runnin g* and punting* ability by
23 SILVER STREET
Hatch wh o, also , is not a passer to be
lau ghed at,
io_-_ Q
iO-apc-- ! , ; fl oui.
Tho second team has boon listed as 0
o
follows:
College
Player
Position
L.E,
Maine
Shute
L,T.
Bates
Bri ggs
Bates
Clou gh
L.G. __
Maine
Burr
C,
Bates
Glovor
R ,G.
Colby
Hod ges
R.T.
R.E,
Colby
Ma guiro
Bruce
BACK
Colby
Opp. Stadium Drew
Dino and Danco
BACK
Maine
Wo Still Have Your Favorite
Bowdoin
Molondy
BACK
0
Colby O
BACK
Whi te
LUNCHES and DRINKS
Ot_10__________3«0)________---(0-__OI

JEFF'S TAP ROOM

Appoint Football Managers
For 1939 With Small
A gain In Key Post

NOEL'S TAP ROOM

£f___ €M$
BowSiBig !
j MitBys |
6 Fast Alleys [

COlDUItOY SLACKS ,
AM Colors , Sp ecial, $2.98 u p

BUSH JACKETS ,

$2.98 up

" Where Colby Men Meet "
Lud y, '21

Pacy,'27

William Levine and Sons

Main Street

Waterville, Maine

DAKIN 'S

The Figure Skate Specialist

-Q$e Colbp €ri)0

HERE and THERE

NOTI CES
OF THE WEEK

Turntable Talks

A visitor jocula rly inquired if the structure going up
Freshmen who want to be assistant
across College Avenue from the campus was the new hockey managers are asked to see
Colbjr .
Robert Johnston at the Phi Delta MacPherso n

The light snow fall of last week brought the topic of
winter
sports to the fore. After the sissified winters of
National Advertising Service, Inc.
the
last
few years, enthusiasts are praying that the gods
College Publishers Representative
'
New
York
,
N.
Y.
Madison
Ave.
AZO
be with them in offering the snows. And perhaps their
Chica go " Boston • Los An geles - San Francisco
prayers will be answered for the old timers tell us the
fur bearing animals of the woods are wearing heavy overFounded in 1877 and published weekly during the Col- coats this year and all the signs known only to them indilege year under supervision of the students of Colby Col- cate a real winter once again.
lege. Member of the Associated Collegiate Press. EnWhe n everyone has a good time , that is something. And
tered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, WaterI
ha
ven't heard a single voice say aught to the contrary
year.
a
price
at
$2.00
Subscription
ville, Maine.
REPRESE NTED FOR

NATIONAL

ADVERTISIN G

concerning the Interfraternity Dance last Satu rday night.
Yet
the committee finds it barely made expenses. CondiEditor-in-Chief
t ions were not exactly opportune , but it would seem there
Wilson C. Piper, '39, D. U. House (Tel. 774)
should ha ve been better support.
The enjoyable evening
Ma naging Editor
G. Ellis Mott, '39, L. C. A. House (Tel. 1350)
should be remembered and become a spur to making this
Sally Aldrich, '39 (Tel. 81980) one of the outstandin g event on the social calendar.
Women's Editor

Business Manager

Willard Smyth, '39 (Tel. 1010)

Some at assembly counted five pointed and clever remarks by the speaker last week and were favorably impressed. If more speakers would emulate Professor War;
,
'41
ren—but
it's no use. The gift is rare, even on the Colby
'41
;
Antonio
Bolduc
Ha
rtley
Either
,
ASSISTANT EDITORS :
Lloyd Gooch , '41 : Elmer Baxter , '41 ; Ed-ward Quarrin gton , '41 ; faculty.
ASSOCIATE EDITORS : Ralph Delano , '40 ; Edward Mclnt yre , '39 ;
Ernest Marriner , '40 ; Spence r Winsor , "40.

Stephen Sternber g-, '41.

ECHO MEETING

ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGERS: Raymon d Burbank , '41 ; Paul
Sh el don , '41 ; Richard Thayer . '41 ; Donald LaGassey, '41.

Awards And Pol itics .

. .

Pardon our pointing, but are you going to get the Condon Medal this year? Maybe, not, but if you 're a senior,
you 're going to add your voice to the clamor of the multitude in saying just which of your friends deserves it.
It's important; one of the highest honors Colby can
give. We have only to glance at the newspapers, both
college and public, of any previous spring, to discover
how great is the distinction given to the recipient of the
Condon Medal.
And yet last spring that Ole Demon Politics came out
from behind Fraternity Row to try his hand at awarding
it. Now , we're not dissatisfied with the recipient of this
honor for the class of '38 ; not in the least. But we suffered with last year's seniors for weeks while they went
to explosive class meetings every Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday at Chapel Period ; and argued until they forgot
everything except which fraternity they or their boy
friends belonged to.
Now .four or five Chapel Periods adds up to a lot of
collective time when a whole class is involved. And four
or live different alignments of fraternities and sororities
becomes confusing. So must we all get up and tell everybody else jus t what we think about the question? All at
on ce , that is?
We all want our opinions regarded—we naturally don t
want them to elect our roommate without our reminding
them about the time he showed his lack of good citizenship by ringing the doorbell of Foss Hall at 2:30 A. M.
And of course we want to be able to assert ourselves by
standing up before the entire class of '39 and saying with
a modest blush and a hanging of the head , "Oh , goodness,
no! Not me! I've never done anything!"
But can 't we put in our two cents' worth just as effectivel y by choosing a competent committee of our classmates (there must be three >or four incorruptible ones)
to work with an equally intelligent and calm committee
of the faculty? Let's pick some good ones : men and
women who know people in college , know what they have
done , know what they're like. Then let's give them a
cheer (because we don 't have to waste any more Chapel
Periods arguing loudly and vainly with ono hundred and
seventeen other people) and let them go at it.
If they don 't know how the process of elimination is
effectivel y carried out , let them study the method of awarding the Runnals Cup as a model of sane accomplishment
of a hard job. And then lot them think over the class,
and come out with a decision. And let's guarantee to
stand by them. If they're intelligent and observant , they'll
do a much better job than all one hundred and eighteen
of us pulling in at least eight diffe rent directions.
The awarding of the Condon Medal is too important to
he trifled with in a raging, roaring mass meeting. It needs
calm , deliberate decision. Let's do it that way.
—S. A.

. . .

The cast of characters on a play program is frequently
headed by tho words dramatis p.rsonae . Of course this
means those taking* part in the production , but we wonder
ill there arc not more than tlie actors and the behind the
scenes workers who make a production a success, It seems
tho audience takes a part in making the play a success for
their support causes its existence. Thoy take part in tho
production. They should bo included in the dramatis
pevsonae.

Throughout the college world there is a heightened interest in dramatics. A recent educational page of tho
New York Times .gave examples of the increased activity.
Colby was not omitted for hor schedule for this year calls
for a piny a month during tho college year, At Amherst
tho new Kirby Memorial Theatre keynotes the movement,
If Colby is to continue in stop with this development ,
y our attendance at tho plays is needed, Will tho presentation of one-act plays on December first find this support? Wo believe it will.

TODAY'S HISTORY
By SPENCER WINSOR
Hitler moved, red American blood boiled. President
Roosevelt's press note , despite the New York Times' description, "language as strong as a president ever used
to a friendly nation ," seemed an extremely weak expression of American feeling.
Dorothy Thompson, the foreign news commentator of
the New York Herald-Tribune, started a fund for the
court defense of Herschel Gryszpan, murderer of German
third foreign secretary, Vom Rath. That Dorothy's plan
met immediate and enthusiastic support does not mean
that either the promoter or supporter approved of the
assassin's act it was merely one answer to the question ,
"What can we do about Hitler?" that all hot blooded Yankees are asking.
Problem of Mass Exodus

Rising above natura l instincts, however, world leaders
sought a practical arrangement for a mass exodus of a
variously stated 500 ,00 .0 to 700 ,00 .0 Jews from. Germany.
The plan ad'opted headed by United States Ambassador
Joseph P. Kennedy and British Prime Minister Neville
Chamberlain will actually be a cooperative movement including all the civilized countries of the world. The Associated Press report suggested that perhaps 100,000 ,
those Jews over sixty years of age, would not leave Germany, another 25 ,000 would be cared for by rich relatives,
50,000 could go to the Jewish National Home in Palestine ,
81,0 00 might be accepted by the United States by mortgaging the future German-United States immigration
quota. The rest would be moved to various parts of the
British , Netherlands and their colonial empires for training chiefly in agriculture preparatory to movement to
sparsely settled colonial expanses. The chief financial
burden of training these harrassed people and preparing
them for their new home will necessarily fall on the
United States.
President Roosevelt not only made strong statement ,
recalled Ambassador to Berlin , Hugh R. Wilson , but also
called back Douglas Miller , the commercial attache of the
United States Berlin Embassy ; another slap for the nowunsmiling Iiitler cheek.
Lose Interest

In German Trade

Contrasting the loss of interest in German trade was
the triple reciprocal trade treaty with the United States,
Great Britain and Canada as the participants. The pact
was signed last Thursday and calls for a lowering of the
tariff barriers so that agricultural and industrial goods
may freely flow between the United States and the British Empire , our number one foreign market, and the
United States and Canada , our number two foreign
market.
This trade treaty, the action of Great Britain paralleling that of the United States in the Sino-Japanese question , the next Summer 's visit of Britain 's King and Queen ,
tho close cooperation of the two nations in the solving
of the Jewish problem indicate a definite and ever firmergrowing understanding between two great democracies,
Iiitler spouted through the newspapers "Garrulous
President seeks power." But tho power that he was really
thinking about was the joining of the not-by-any-means
weak British Empire with hugely rearming, enforce-theMonroe-Doctrino United States, Possibilities of another
coup d'otat like Munich to effect tho return of German
colonial empire seemed to fade.
Appeasement Plans Blocked
Pr i m e Min i ster Nev il l e Chamb er lain 's Nazis appeasement plans were blocked last woolc with a notice from
Tanganyika that it would not suffer itself to bo returned
to Germany. Under pressure of British public opinion
Mr. Chamberlain subsequently forgot the "pal" arrangement with Hitler 's third Reich. If British opinion continues to rim high , the Prime Min ister, to sta y in ofllc o,
will necessarily continue to forgot tho groat facist country across tho Rhino. Such a country as present day Gorman*/ must bo reckoned with ; it cannot like a leper bo
removed or isolated by a single effort; however , last
week's round in tho ever growing struggle between totalitarianism and democracy was clearly a victory for tho
Democracy.

Is Rehea rsin ', Ghiek
Webb.
Here we have it! Still a really swell
club. Ella Fitzgerald takes a solid
hold on the vocal in Highland dialect
and does it very nicely. Chick leads
the rhythm with that famous drumming of his. It's more than a little
to my liking. (Decca No. 2080).

The next meet ing of the ECHO
sta ff will be the first Thursday follow:.ng Thanksg iving, December 1. This
will b-^ h~ld as usual during; chapel
I Let A Tear Fall In the River.
per iod in Room 13, Recitation Hall.

Slower by far than the other side.
Ella starts right out. More in the
INTERFRATERNITY BASKETpop style, she pours sweetly forth.
BALL
Vocal in two parts strictly features
Immediately after Thanksgiving this side.
vacation the various fraternities will Weary Blues—Bluebird No. 7839.
Erskine Hawkins.
be assigned practice sessions at the
A swell new arrangement of an old
gym for basketball. Team captains
take note and begin organizing your tune. Not much can be said about it
except that it is a very solid piece of
teams.
work.

Bookworm Burrowings
Many people consider a thrilling

Thanksg iving Special—roast turkey, cranb erry sauce detective story an exhilarating tonic
Elbert Kjoller , '40
and
the usual fixings. The professo rs eat too much and after a grinding routine or the best
Charles Randall , '40
work us harder after it is all over.
conditioner for an evening of study.
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Dra matis Personae

house as soon as possible.

BY

By R. H.

King Porter Stomp.

Much faster and still hotter. More
definite proof that Erskine Hawkins
has one of the bop-notch bands. Featured is a trumpet solo by Erskine
Hawkins himself and one of the best
I've ever heard recorded.
My Reverier—Bluebird No. 7853.
Glenn Miller.
Strictly a pop arrangement of - a
tune of the day. Ray Eberle's vocal
is not too good. If -you like the tUne,
get Larry Clinton 's recording of it.

A good prescription for a student
either just recovering from a midsemester exam or about to begin to
cram for one is E . S. Bently's new
book , Trent Intervenes, a collection
of short stories with a wide range of King Porter Stomp.
experiences in the life of a wily deUninteresting at best. Hawkin's
tective, Trent. One of these, The record is far superior.
Unknown P eer , h as a p l o t good How Much Do You Mean To Me?
enough for a full length novel.
Andy Kirk.
Starts out very nicely with Pha
Joseph Auslander in his new book
of poems, Riders at the Gate, has add- Terrell opening up the vocal good and
ed another to his rapidly . growing early. Swell melody and expressive
shelf of books of poetry. A truly words. Comes now the band. The
American poet, his verses are con- work that made them outstanding is
cerned with questions present day well demonstrated. (Decca No. 2081).
life, but are not necessarily involved How Can We Be Wrong ?
Another new slo-one made .good
in contemporary problems.
and interesting by a really solid band.
To those devotees of D. H. Law- Pha Terrell again vocalizes, and his
rence and his fiction , Knud Merrild singing is strictly up to par. Mary
.
has presented an intimate picture of Lou Williams gets in a good ; piano
the writer and his wife in their home through both sides. This is a good 'one
on a lonely ranch near Taos, Mexico. bo have around.
Several years ago two Danish Paint- High Society . Victor No. 26068.
Buners spent the winter with the novelist
ney Berigan.
at his ranch , Del Monte. The author
A Victor Swing Classic. Straight
has given an intimate account of
instrumental in the rapid beat. Well
their visit while presenting at the
backed up by the Berigan trumpet
same time an admirable character
thro u ghout. All in all a pretty fair
study of D. Ii. Lawrence.
record.
After we heard Mary Ellen Chase Livery Stable Blues.
tell us in her lecture how 'books grow
Good. Slower in time but ju st as
" n an author 's mind , many of us, no
hot. No vocal to break up the condoubt , have been anxious to compare tinuity of a good
arrangement. Annotes with other authors to find out other Swing- Classic this time more
,
how they produce books. We now worthy to be called such .
have this opportunity presented in
What Is A Book? Dale Warren , the
editor, has made a collection of essays
by many popular authors writing on
different phases of literary composition. Among the contributors are
Ellen Glasgow, Rafael Sabatini, and
At Forum on Sunday, November
Havelock Ellis, Archibald MacLeish ,
20, men delegates won a closely conan honorary graduate of Colby and a
tested victory over women delegates
visitor to our campus last commencein a question bee presided over by
ment , has contributed the essay enNathanael Guptill. The prizes were
titled "Emotion and Form in Poetry."
boxes of chocolates to each of the
A book which will soon be placed winners, and a bag of lollipops as
on the reference shelf and which consolation to the losers. The women
ough t to be of interest to many is were Violet Hamilton , Ruth Gould ,
Selwyn G. Champion 's work, Racia l Edna Slater , Marilyn Ireland , and
Proverbs, the result of twenty-seven Ruth Blake ; the men were James
years of research. Carefully selected Cochrane, Myron Berry, Bernard
from nearly two hundred languages Burbank , William Tucker , and Tom
aro 26 ,000 of the best and most in- Brenner.
teresting proverb s of the world.
Those ten were introduced by
Fletcher Eaton, Forum president , as
being the most intelli gent people in
college. They were then turned over
to Guptill for questioning,
The
method of "grilling " was t o p ut a
question first to a delegate , th en , if
tho delegate defaulted; to put it to
the whole team and , lastly, to the audience. Whenever a candidate defaulted, one point went to the opposite
Burlington , Vt.-(ACP)—Why do team ; if a whole team defaulted , two
students come to college? Song and points went to its opponent. The
story traditionally say, for fraterni- questions covered nearly every posties, sports , and collogo life.
sible subject , ranging from Colby history
to Joe DiMaggio 's breakfast
However , this theory broke clown
fo_
d.
com p lete ly wh en 4 0 4 fr eshm en at the
Un iversity of Vermont wo r o asked to
sot down the reasons for their choice.
Tho Tau Delta Phi fraternity playBoth men and women stated that ed host to President and Mrs. Franktho courses of study offered , mor e lin W. Johnson last Sunday evening.
than anything elso , decided tho ques- At the end of dinner a cake was pretion for them. Fraternities and sports sented to Mrs. Johnson in colobation
faro badly and scholastic standing of Mrs. Johnson 's birthday on Novemscored heavily with tho class of 1942. ber 17.

Men win Forum
Que stion Bee

Vermont Survey
Shows Courses
Attract

Is Proud
Aristotlej Golb
Possessor Of Pedigree And Past

Well Known Jurist
Addresses A T O's

Judge Willard Benton, Worthy
' . •For years the Colby-ites have been tunes of the ring, and it is probably
Grand
Chief of the Alpha Tau Omega
imploring a mythical Colby mule 'to true that the flare of trumpets and fraternity, was the principal speaker
kick. .Especially,, when the blue and the gay trappings of the circus were at a banquet held by the Colby Gamthe gray seemed to be losing the bat- pleasant to him. Maybe this explains ma Alpha chapter at the Elmwood
tle/ the supporting stands -would rock his unconcerned, even bored expres- Hotel, Monday evening. Many promto; "kick, mule, kick," but somehow or sions when before the crowds at some inent alumni members of Alpha Tau
otlierj the Colby mules just couldn't of the games.
Omega including Dr. Frank Tozier,
Three years ago he left the circus
produce ¦the necessary kick for toucha
charter member of the Colby chapdowns and "-wins. The student body and went to the . Farmington Zoo. ter, were present at the banquet.
became desperate ; the alumni , glum. Mr. Pratt of the Zoo . offered the ser- Cecil Goddard , Provincial Chief of
.
.
With feeling at a new low, any sug- vices of Aristotle to the college for the fraternity, acted as master of
gestion seemed a solution so when the the Colby-Bowdoin game, and later ceremonies.
purchase of a mascot was suggested , agreed to pass him over to the stuJudge Benton, justice of Wyanit was gripped as a life line. After dent body for a mere stipend. It must
dotte
County Court in .Kansas, prais,
all, Bowdoin had its polar bear, even be admitted that the cheerleaders
ed
the
spirit of friendship, underAristhough made of rock. Why shouldn't the closest college associates of
standing,
and unselfishness which have
Colby make an improvement, as totle, first recognized his genius; and
kept
the
fraternity intact through
usual, and get a real one. This was it was chiefly their work in bringing
many
difficult
periods in its history.
him to Colby. It must be added, howthe germ ; the flower was Aristotle.
He
stressed
the
value in later life of
ever, that interested alumni such as
Sleepy-eyed , and with a solemn
the
training
given
by the fraternity
Mayor Paul A. Dundas and Leo Barface, Aristotle, the incarnation of the
ron who bought Aristotle's blanket, and referred to many members of
Colby mule, lazily walked onto the
Alpha Tau 'Omega, both from the Colhelped
considerably.
field for the first time at the ColbyAristotle who lives with Joe Hall, by chapter and othejr s, who have
Bowdoin game. Whether it was Aristhe college trucker, is the first real gained prominence in many fields.
totle or the new co-ed cheer leaders
Colby mascot. "JEe will probably be He expressed the hope that many
that produced the inspiration, makes
mascot
emeritus before he leaves members of the Colby chapter might
no difference; the change took effect.
for
he is at Colby for life. Be- be able to attend the Alpha Tau Ohere,
For the first time in years, the stufore
he
becomes
a spectator at the mega Congress in Richmond , Virginia,
dent body cheered with pep ; and
games,
basket
ball
however, an at- next June, which will celebrate the
equally important, the team started
tempt
will
be
made
to reveal the 75th anniversary of the founding of
to go places. Every Colby-ite seemtricks
that
he
learned
in the circus, the fraternity.
ed to have a bit of the mule kick in
especially
that
art
of
kicking.
Since
Dean Marriner, an alumnus of Alwhat he did for hi-s alma mater*, that
Colby
teams
are
going
places,
since
pha
Tau Omega , and Paul Bubar,
is, every one but Aristotle. Paradoxall
that
the
student
body
has
a
mule,
Worthy
Master of the Colby Gamma
ically, either he was not acquainted
is
needed
now
is
a
kick
from
Aristotle
Alpha
chapter,
also spoke at the banwith the art of putting his head beto
begin
the
chant,
"kick,
kick."
mule,
quet.
Dean
Marriner
spoke of the
tween his forefeet and elevating his
white
mule
-of
Colby
and
the maltese
hind quarters in the direction of heavcross of Alpha Tau Omega, two symen, or his freshman attendant could
bols which Colby Alpha Taus have
not, because of ignorance, _give him
carried throughout the world in their
tlie necessary signal. This idiosyncrasy
various endeavors. Paul B'ubar gave
on the part of Aristotle may be the
the history of the Gamma Alpha chapcause of the atrophy of "kick, mule,
ter since he entered the fraternity
spontaneous
response
kick," and the
The third meeting of the Camera four years ago.
harder.
"
to, "hit him again—harder ,
All " this leads to the necessity of re- Club School of Photography was held
on Tuesday, Nov. 15, in the Alumnae
vealing Aristotle's past.
To begin, a creature, christened , Building. The speaker of the evenAristotle was born to a Japanese stal- ing was Mr. Joseph C. Smith, who
lion and a female jackass. That's chose for his subject, "How to take a
what his papers say, but there seems good picture."
„. , _
..
to be a difference "of opinion as to his
Mr.
Smith
pointed
out the differbirth ; and this difference of opinion
arises entirely from Aristotle's reti- ence between an expensive camera
Miss Muriel Robinson, personable
cence to kick. Some argue that he is and a cheap box camera , demonstratyoung
artist who has returned to her
a hiney, others, that he is only a jack - ing his lecture by using photographic
home
in
Waterville to rest , has graass ; but the majority insist Aristotle slides. He pointed out the correct
ciously
offered
to instruct Colby stuis a mule, defending their stand by
angle
from
which
a
picture
should
be
dents
in
art
free
of charge. Miss
saying that kicking was "one of the
taken,
and
particularly
stressed
the
Robinson
after
going
to Colby for a
,
arts that he lost when he left the ciryear,
spent the next two years at the
cus. Since it is best sometimes to value of a good background and the
Museum of Fine Arts School in Bosyield to the majority, Aristotle's le- use of people in pictures.
ton. The next year, she took up
gitimate birth as a mule is conceded.
During his remarks he called- atIt is worthy to note that the abili- tention to the fact that all fine photo- costume designing and illustration at
the New York School of Fine and Apties of Aristotle were quickly recoggraphic magazines, like the National plied Arts. After studying at the
nized , and he travelled from Japan to
the United States where he soon be- Geographic, insist that people be in Art Students' League in New York,
she was taught privately by such wellcame attached to a circus. Number- photographs which they use.
known
artists as Maiiand Stone ,
ed among the performers, he submitAt the conclusion of his lecture,
Jonas
Lie,
and Joseph Cummings
ted himself to a rigorous training, and Ir. Smith announced that the next
Chase.
Miss
Robinson then did porsoon had a variety of tricks to offer class would deal with the developtrait
work
in
New York , spending
to the audiences. With other per- ment of a film, and would take place
most
of
her
time
painting theatrical
formers, Aristotle followed the for- on Tuesday, Nov. 22.
personages for theater lobbies ,' posters, and newspapers. She has become nationally famous for her skill
in anatomical drawing, that is, painting pictures of surgical operations to
be used in medical schools.
Miss Robinson , who is herself interested in all phases of art , has decided to keep herself occupied while
in her home town helping others interested in her profession. She holds
classes from 10:00 A. M. to 12 :00 A.
M,,. Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, and all .afternoon Wednesday
and Thursday at the Dramati c Workshop in the Alumnae Building. Women students make up the majority of
the twenty-five , who are receiving
free instruction . Landscape , still life,
flower painting, costume design and
illustration , modeling, and portrait
work aro holding tho interest of the
pupils at present. Miss Robinson
plans to linyo an art exhibition before
tho end of the year.

School of Photogra p h y
Discusses Cameras

Young Artist Gives
Instruction To
Colby Group

A Local Cleaner

The Waterville Dry Cleaners
Careful Work

"Service Which Satisfies "
(Only tho finest products used in our
cleaning process)
; ,' .,.
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"What uro you going to do nftor graduation;
'un a filling station or bo a wrestler?"
'
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From 3 Hour Service up

Tel. 277 62C Temple St.

First Art Exhibit Shows Prints
Of Van Gogh Paintings
Twelve color reproductions of
Vincent van Gogh's paintings are
now on exhibition in the library. In
attempt to further interest in and
familiarity with great artists and
their works, the Colby Federation of
Art is sponsoring this exhibition ,, and
is offering Colby students membership in the organization plus one of
these prints for only two dollars, the
,7sual price of the picture alone.
These pictures have been carefully selected, as the more popular and more
easily understood of the paintings of
van Gogh , one of the greatest of the
impressionists.
The world has but recently discovered this genius, great as a social visionary, as a philosopher, and as an
artist.. The life of this man has been
long unknown because of the physical
handicap of ugliness, and because of
his poverty which his charitable nature made even more extreme. Van
Gogh was shunned by the rich whose
dignity would not permit acquaintance with the mind and soul that
burned beneath those shabby clothes,
and within that awkward body. Then
similarly outcast by his family, he left
the art business to which he would
have fallen heir, and turned to the
study of theology. He became a laypreacher and- then an evangelist
among the miners of the Borinage in
southern Belgium. When it was discovered that not only was he teaching the doctrines of the church, but
also was living them by sharing his
meager allotment of food , clothing,
and even shelter with his social inferiors, his position was immediately
refused him.
Encouraged by his younger brother, Theo , who was Vincent's one great
tie in life, and who alone understood
that great mind and offered financial
support and undying love, Vincent
started his career as an artist. In his
pictures, he is still a social reformer,
telling the sufferings of the poor. He
found the beauty"arid 'truth ' of life
in the faces of peasants. He tells us

Urges Life Goal
In Chapel Talk
"Seek a goal for your life." This
was Nathanael Guptill's advice to his
fellow students in voluntary chapel
on Wednesday. Likening life to a
game of basketball he asserted th at
it was fun to toss the ball around , but
more fun to have a goal for the
game. His counsel was the same for
seeking a life work. Usually, he maintained , we conceal the characteristics
of a position by its financial return
and its disagreeable aspects. Although these two points need consideration in job seeking, we ought first
to determine our own abilities, to
seek those positions to which we can
give the most and gain happiness.

Chi E psilon Mu

Initiates Nineteen
At its November meeting, Chi Epsilon Mu , the chemistry honorary society, initiated nineteen now members, the largest group of initiates in
the history of the society.

the story of his subjects life, faiths,
hopes, poverty, work, sorrow. His
early paintings show the influence of
the somber Dutch palette, which he
lightens, during his following work
among* the impressionists at Paris.
In 1883, van Gogh took the advice
of his friends to seek the healing snn
of the south. With his admixture of
the muddy Dutch palette . and the
bright colors of the Parisian impressionists and the fashionable method
of "dots," he came to Aries, a country blazing with a yellow sun and a
heavy blue sky that thrilled him in its
adventure and excited him with a
nervous energy that
gave him
strength to work day and night. During this period he painted his greater
and more characteristic works such
as the . "Sunflowers," "Cypresses ,"
"Artist on Way to Work," "Bridge at
Aries," "Woman of Aries," "Postman of Aries."
Vincent van Gogh's style was not
only unusual but even revolutionary ;
it was contrary to all the rules and
theories of painting of the time. His
pictures writhe with the brush strokes
of his nervous hand. His colors are
those of the glaring Provence sun
and sky, struggling each with the
other as though yet in nature they
were struggling for their existence.
In 1880, at only thirty-seven years
of age, Vincent van Gogh shot himself. He was exhausted from constant work, and was weakened by lack
of food and the burning of fierce sun
and winds. His nerves were shot and
he feared that the next epileptic attack might bring shame or discomfiture for his brother Theo. During
the ten years that he spent at painting, he accomplished more than many
artists have during a whole lifetime.
In addition to his ' paintings, van
Gogh has left his letters to Theo,
which are extremely valuable not only
as a revelation of his life but for
their content of lucid thinking and
great philosophy.

Library Boo ks Hold
More Than Authors
Intended
Philadelphia , Pa.— (AGP)—-"Shoes
and ships and sealing wax, and cabbages and kings." Almost as great a
variety of objects is found between
pages of books returned to Sullivan
Memorial Library.
The biggest catch to date has been
a ten dollar bill—used as a bookmark ! "But they wouldn't let me keep
it, " complained the almost-lucky circulation attendant.
Stamped and addressed letters
often found in the books are mailed
on. Recently one addressed to Mrs.
Franklin D . Roosevelt was discovered.
Some borrowers help future readers
by leaving synopses of chapters.
Temple students also display their artistic ability by filling the pages with
slips of paper bearing free-hand drawings, by "improving" on pictures already in books, and by carefully decorating the covers.
Unused theater tickets are another
find , but usually they are discovered
too late for use.
Other bookmarks :rulers, calendars,
clinic cards , hairpins, paper clips,
stamps, four-leaf clovers, paper napk' ns, and campaign buttons.

The new members are : Freda IC.
Abel , Virginia C. Kingsley, Pauline
Pratt, Elizabeth J. Walden , Mary L.
Wheeler , Myron G. Berry, Russell M.
Birtwistle, Henry L. Bourassa, Brewster A. Branz, Leland Burrill, Richard L. Chasse, Clarence E. Core,
Floyd L. Fitts, Clyde Hatch , Leo S.
Kreslcy, Tiffany L. Manning, Carl W.
McGraw, Bortr an d Rossi gn ol , Albert 'When you say it with Flowers, Say it
K, Sawyer.
with Ours "
Tho next me etin g is to bo held in
Chem i cal I-Iall j Tuesday, December 6.
Micthell's Flower Shop

]||edd©cks

Jl JiCon fccti oncerfi

144 Main St.

Have Your Themes, Book Reports.

Theses and Notes Expertly Typed
Special Rate for Collogo Students
MISS LOUISE M. HIGGINS
PUBLI C STEN OGRAPHER
44 Main St.,
Phone 406
WATERVILLE , ME.
Ro». BBLJ

Tel. 467-W».467-R

Phone 212-W

Rose's Flower Shop
over McLellan 's
Corsages Our Specialty

Colb y Pepper Pot
"By

PERK"

Hono r-System: On entering the
classroom where they are about to
tak e an h our ex am the stu de nt s ar e
informed by the professor—"Thi s .is
to be an examination . . based on the
honor-system—please take alternate
seats in alternate aisles."
Pitching the Woo: A couple in the
library . - stealing furtive glances
over their shoulders . . pinching each
other . . there holding sweaty hands
*—noticed ! . . a blushing exit . . titter , titter.
Student Pessimist:
"Nothing to do. but work ,
Nothin g t o eat but f o od ,
Nothin g t o w ear but cloth es
To keep one from going nude.
No thing to breathe but air,
Quick as a flash 'ti s gone ;
Nowhere to fall but off ,
Nowhere to stand but on."
Co-ed: She paid her check, left no
tip, and went out.
Beat-do: It is rumored that our
friend the postman didn 't receive his
free sample of shaving cream . . his
wife has threatened to stand him up
again st th e wall an d thr ow br oken
glass at him.
_ Time Marched On: Chemistry class
arid dear old Prof were interrupted
by Big Ben during the period of
fraternity hazing . . out went the
Scut . . and Big Ben.
Our White Mule grayed considerab l y durin g the first h al f of th e Bates
game last Saturday.
Oh-Loe-Qh-Lar-Ee: Mr . Esquire at
Colby . . tip that Tirolean !

S. C M. NEWS
Th e S. C. M. has undertaken to aid
th e cit y of Watervill e in rea ch in g its
goal for the Red Cross Fund . A drive
is now being conducted in all dormitories and fraternity houses. Also,
some students are .. canvassing upper
College avenue and the adjoining
streets.
The freshmen attending the conference at Fairfield Center, November 22 , will leave Foss Hall at a quarter of six. The banquet will begin
at six o 'clock.
The weekly prayer meeting* at the
Unit e d B ap tist Church w a s l ed b y
Hartl ey Eith e r , '41, and Conra d
Swift , '39, on Thursda y evening, November 17. Conrad Swift talked
about "The College Student's Religion. "
Deputation teams to Farmington
a nd East V a ssalb o ro ar e bein g sent
out this week-end. The Farmington
team will leave Saturday afternoon.
Their pro gram will ope n with a social
Saturday ev ening led by Ernest Mar riner , Jr., '40 . and Ruth R oberts, '41 ,
at th e First Baptist Church. Laura
Ma gistrate , '42 , will provide the musical accompaniment.
Benon To p alian , '41, a transfer
from Northeastern University, will
deliver the Sunday morning sermon.
His theme will be "Jesus; His Idea of
Reli gion. " Olive Monell , '42, will
speak to the high school' stud ents at
five o'clock , and Ruth Roberts , '41,
will speak to the. . Youn g People 's
Union at six-thirty. Ernest Marriner ,
Jr., '40 , is in charge of the evening
servi ce.
Willard Smyth ,. 'SO , Dorothy Goodwin , '37, and Mary Jones , '42 , will
conduct tho mornin g service , Sunday,
November 20 , at the Friends Church
at East Vassalboro. Mr. Smyth will
preach about "The Conflict Between
Science and Religion."
Evening Sandals in Gold and
Silver , Black and White in
High Heels, Low Heels and
Wedgecs. Also Dyed to Match
Your Gowns #2.00 pair.
Endi_ott> Johnson Shoe Store
F. Htilibnrd , Mgr.
Wntervlllc , Mo.

African journalist
"I nvites '"' Degree
Akron , 0.—(ACP )—A South African journalist of no mean achievements lias "invited" the University of
Akron .to confer upon him "an appropriate degree , perhaps in arts, literatur e, science (zoology prefered) or
philosophy.
The journalist stands ready to remit $250 to $50 0 to cover registration and other fees, he said.
Accompanying' the invitation were
f our of the author 's manuscripts
and two volumes .of Iris letters, and
he says he "has made hundreds of
contributions to leading newspapers
and magazines."
In fact , the writer admits that "for
m y l i t er ar y work I am a gold medalist
and I have gained other premier
awards."
Sh ould the university evidence interest , the applicant will place before
the American consul-general at Capet own "voluminous proof of my literary attainments."

"Not So Difficult/ 9
Thought Famed
Opera Star
Iow a Cit y , Iowa.— (ACP)—Nino
Martin i, leading' Metropolitan opera

Arts Federation Plans
Serie s Of Lectures
And Exhibits
The Colby Federation of Arts,
which was organized a year ago , has
arr an ge d f or a ser ies of exhibits and
lectures to be brought to the campus
again this year. The following are
definitely scheduled :
Januai'y 16—Illustrated lecture of
Gre ek Art . in . America prepared by
Gisela M. A. Ricbter of the Metropolitan Museum of New York . Read
by Professor White.
February 27—Illustrated Lecture
on French Architecture. Read by
Professor Strong'.
April 16-30—Exhibit of Illuminated Manuscripts in Library.
Besides these, they expect to have
other exhibits including one of original wat e r color s simi lar t o th at h eld
last year, and as a supplement to last
year's lecture on stained glass, an exhibit of stained glass designs.
Membership in the Federation
makes one a sharer in the work of
bringing* worthwhile exhibits and lectur es on art to the Colby campus. The
memb ership fee is $1.00 for adults
and 50 cents for students. As many
students as possible should join the
Federation because the larger the
membership, the better the exhibitions. The exhibitions come from the
American Federation of Arts, which is
an organization -of national importance with chapters in most of the colleges, universities, and other centers
of culture in the United States.

tenor , paid two fines in kangaroo
co urt a t t h e Univ ersity of Iowa f or
violation of the Men 's Week code.
His off ens e : W e ar i n g a ne cktie and
walking with two co-eds.
That sentence : "You will hav e to
Membership dues will be received
kiss 'both th e co-eds in public. "
"Th at ," said Martini , "is m ore like by Alice Patte'e - Comparetti or Dr.
S. L. Finch.
it." He complied without ado.

W. ' A. A. NEWS
The garni; 'between the sophomore
hockey team and the junior -senior
team last M on d ay aft ernoon r esult ed
in a tie score. The sophomores had
previously defeated both the freshman and a second sophomore team ,
but were unable to conquer the strong
junior -seniors.
One night following the game a
coffee was held in the social room of
Alumnae Building for all members of
class teams. At the coffee the varsity
hocke y team was announce d : Barb ar a
Arey, Muri el Carrell , Ruth Crow ell ,
Evelyn Cates , Donna deRochemont ,
Ruth R o b e rts , Marion Cr awf ord , June
V an D er Ve er , Catherine Fussell ,
H el en Br own , Priscilla Mail ey.

Frosh Hoop Squad
Opens A ga ins t
Wate rville Hi gh
A f ourteen game schedule has been
arran ged for . this year 's freshman
basketball squad. The team 'opens
the season against the strong Waterville hi gh hoo p squad on December 9 ,
and ends the campaign against Higgins here on February 24.
The schedule :
December
fl—Waterville
High
School.
December
.14—Winslow
High
School vs. Freshman Varsity : Coburn
vs. Freshman J. V.
January G—Deorin g High School .
January 11—Kents Hill , away.
January 1.4-—Maine Central Institute.
January .18—Higgins , away.
January 2 1—Brid gton Academy.
February 3—-Kents Hill.
February 11—Maine Central Institute , away.
February 17—Ricker.
February 18—Coburn.
February 2 .1.— Watorville
High
School.
Februar y 24—Higgins.

Caron 's
Barber Shop

S. S. Queen Mary
Fills Colb y Need
An urgent need of Oolby students
has just 'been filled by the establishment of the S. S. Queen Mary at 5
College place by .three college,men-in
^
partnership with Mrs. Millagc Gray.
They have provided a place near campus for students to eat good food ,
meet "th e gang," and enjoy themselves.
The proprietors who greet the
crowds nightly are Robert GanWill ia m Tayl o r , and Jay
ders,
Cochrane.
Their greatest contributi on
to Colby
is
the provi sion of a p la ce for the men t o
m eet the co-eds and indulge in
"cokes," hamburgers , candy, gum ,
und i ce cr eam , an d canned music . The
title "S. S. Queen Mar y " wa s tak en
by the partners, a n d the y hav e carri ed
out th e i de a of thin gs nauti cal in
marine decorations and a carved ship.
Comm ents from the students have
been entirely favorable.
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PUR ITAN SWEET SHOP

Last week the names of John Foster, Ronny Wallace, Forre st Ed son ,
and Bill Taylor were omitted from
Bett y R p sengren 's list. Sorry Betty
to have made an error like that.
John Coolidge made his first appearance at Boutelle House last, week
by dating Marlee . Bragdon , Jun e Vand er Ve er , and Alta Gray all in the
;¦' ;
same evening.
Jack Mor ph y see ms to lik e Au gu sta
girls. This year he has that dancing
t each er , Peg Owen. Peg niust have
given the Bowdoin boys the gate and
now favors the Colby men.
Among Those Present.
G inn y Harri gan was back for the
Interfrat ernit y da nc e w ith Penn y
Cobb. Ginny says that she is coming back next year, so stay clear of
Penn y, coeds, Ginny is a very determined person.
Edn a Slat er didn 't look very pleasant at the dance Saturday night.
"Barney" Jordan probably shook her
a-plenty with his mixtures of the
Rhumba and the Shag. Katsie Fussell says that she and Eddie Peck
may be the worst dancers ;in college
but they still have a good time. They
were the only ones at the dance -who
could dance under the streamers and
not hit them. G. Allen Brown and
Bar b ar a Grant swung o ut at the d anc e
in fine style. Ba'bs was valadictorian
of her high scho ol and incident ally
the most popular girl. Nice going,
G. All en , but where's Hazel? Henry
Abbott signed Jane Russell out for
the dance Saturday but waited so
long for her to get ready that he
thou ght he would have to sign her
in again.
Frosh Brad Francis attended his
first Colby Dance with a town girl
named Alice. What is wrong with
coeds Brad? We often wonder ourselves. George Bliss and Ruth Fish-

errbeat it out at the dance also. This
^
is a new combination—is it permanent? Co-eds took possession of the
fr aternity signs at the dance and they ' -\ar e n ow de cor a tin g the wall s of the r y
women's dormitories. Rudy Wallace's
orchestra made a big hit at the dance.
'„
The singers were exceptional in every ,
sen se of th e word but there is onei ' ~ y'ii.
thing 'that worries us—it must have
been past the leader's be d time.
'<¦ ' Cinders.
A bi rthda y tele gr a m from Boston
signed "TIerbie" gave Shi rl ey Porton
a bit of trouble. Western Union was
kept busy tracing the sender. Jay
Cochrane's de finiti on of Sociolo gy;
"Th e study of man and his mates."
Th e ver y pr om isi n g team of Fussell
and Vose amazed the library with a
box marked "Danger "—we're still
wondering what was inside.—George
,
Stum pp m ad e his d ebut this y ear with
th e w eaker sex in the p erson of Miss
Boak . It was such a shame to hide
that beaming personality all last year
George.—Carrie Burdwood found a
new interest last week—a mouse,
which she very cautiously carried to
Bout elle House and let loose.—Stan
Grub er is now going steady with Beatrice
Sosnowitz. — Mys tery-Ginny
Moore no longer wears John Powers
fr aternity pin. Did Ginny lose it or
return it?— "Doggie" Dore is back
with his one and only, thank goodn ess! He had us worried for awhile.
¦—Professor Colgan asked his Psych
class why there were so many duplicate papers passed in.
Word of Warning.
W ell the f irst h alf of the semester
is over and soon we will all be-Jiomewai'd bound only to return again almost as soon as we get there.' ¦¦¦ Don't
eat too much an d be sure, to get to
your first and last classes oi* you will
' -; V\-' -^\ ;^
be fined $2.00 again.

Reis Underwear
Munsingwcar
W hitney Shirts
Duofold Underwear
Munsingwear Hosiery
Can be found at

POOLER'S

WATERVILLE

-

MEN'S SHOP
.

-

.

TALENT WANTED
Male or Female
Can you sing, dance , play a
musical instrument or entertain? Talent wanted for opportunity ni ghts every Friday
¦
starting November 25. $17.50
cash prizes every week in addition to grand final prizes. Write ,
phone or see Managor Opera
House , Watorville , Me.

you need for your room

Colby College Bookstore

FRI.-SAT., NOV. 25-26
Continuous from 1:30 P. M.
2 Big Action ' Features ' "'¦..¦¦ '. '¦: ¦
Renfrew Of The Royal Mounted
"ON THE ¦ GREAT
V:
WHITE -TRAIL" ;;,,

Gala Holiday Show!
Two New Hi ts!

EDITH FELLOWS

"LITTLE ADVENTURESS"
plus
"COME ON

' Co-feature'

SAT.-MON..TUES.
NOVEMBER 26-28-29
"MEN WITH WINGS"
with
Ray
Frod
Milland
MacMurray
Louise Campbell
Wed. -Thur., NovT 30, Dec , 1
Two Hits

LEATHERNECKS"

CHARLES BOYER

'

MON.-TUES., ; NOV; 28-29
Double Feature Program
. , '. ¦ ' ¦ '. ' ;, ¦ Fred
Sing . '•
CROSBY
MncMURRAY
¦ ". '.•. .. , - :. in '. , " . ' ' ¦¦
' w¦ ' •: "SING
YOU
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>.
¦
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¦ .: • ; "YOU :' AND ME ;;. . M X;
. Sylvia Sidney ,y-iyy.. George!Raft . -vV.
Thrift Matinee Tuesday, , 10c : -sp
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COOPER
in.

Edgar Kennedy Comedy
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COMING SOON

"MOONLIGHT SONATA"

y l0,

WED..THURS., f Nov.' J 30. :beo |lj \ l|
l|
¦ Double
'Feature:, PrO B»raniv):iv ;' ' v. 'i y y 0. i
j a n e WITHERS^-;.^;;vy^ 1 1

"Gangster 's Boy "
LIMITED ENGAGEMENT
FRIDAY ONLY. DEC. 2
PADEREWSKI
'
in

'.^E
K;:§§

' ''/l-l ^' j.
v, ;i;

Starring Herman Brix
Plus—Serial , Cartoon , News ;

STARTING

'

^J;f:l
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'
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'
"TARZAN
AND THE
:
• ¦ ¦ GREEN
GODDESS" ',:'$$$:

BOY STAR !
in o n " i:a o iwffi ffl

MAINE

BANNER 01 PILL OW COVER :

The All-American
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We have j ust the

THURS. & FRI. —

in
"ALGIERS"
''• . '' .with
S3 Main Street
Watorville
SIGR1D GURIE ,
2nd Hi t!
"ROAD DEMON"
JOIN THE CROWD AT THE
FRIDAY , DEC. 2
(Leo 's)
ERROL FLYNN i n
"FOUR'S A CROWD" .
For Dinner or Supper
Lunches.
Good Drinks , 3 for 25c
¦ ' rilao
Tasty Sandwiches of All Kinds
"BROADWAY
10 Common St,, Opp . Opera House
at Any Time
MUSKETEERS"
I '
,
i

Painter 's Annex
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Student Forum Will Hea r Communist Leader,
U. of Mo President Durin g Year
The Colby Forum has arranged
many interesting programs for the remainder of the college year- which
surely will be of value to the students
who attend the Forum gatherings on
each Sunday. .
, One program which has been deinitely scheduled is that of Sunday,
December 4, when the Forum will
have a supper followed by the sound
movie "The King of Kings." This
meeting which is the last one before
Christmas will be held at the Congregational Church.
After Christmas the . Forum has
scheduled Dr. Arthur A. Hauck,
president of the University of Maine,
and Gertrude Tanneyhill. Miss Tanneyhill is a negress from Simmons
College and speaks on the inter-racial
question of the white and black race.
She would bring with her a panel of
speakers to discuss this racial issue
before the Forum.
In January, Jeffrey Campbell, head
of the Social Action Commission of
the New England Student Christian
Movement ¦and a prominent Boston
Socialist, will address the Forum.
Newton Fetter , the Baptist Student
Minister of Metropolitan Boston, and
Herbert C. King, Negro preacher, will
be the guest speakers in February.
On March 6, Earl Browder, leader
of the Communist party in this country will be the Forum 's attraction.
This meeting, no doubt, will be the

Mathematician

(Continued from page 1)

the "cube" turned into two dodecahedra plus one octahedron into the bargain. The incredi'ble knowledge and
craftsmanship behind all this, was
forgotten in view of the astonishing
character of the performances. All
present, from the chemists down to
the -youngest high school pupil, had a
grand time.
Miss Jean Burr presided over the
gathering of fifty or more attentive
students , and townspeople. Professor
Schoenberg introduced the speaker.

Warren Describes

(Continued from page 1)
There are a number of committees
connected with the position of registrar. One of these reviews the position of the students and attempts to
rehabilitate the maladjusted. The
committee on financial aid receives
applications for work and for scholarships, looks up the records of applicants, and awards those most in need
and most deserving. The personnel
program attempts to introduce and
put into effect the things that will
further the development of the student. It sponsors personality and vocational tests , and aims to consider
the human being rather than the
placement.
In conclusion , Professor Warren
urged , students to come to the office
with their questions to talk things
over. He expressed his opinion that
the student should be made the subjec t of individual study, should beeeive whatever individual attention
is necessary to complete the development of his every faculty until he is
ready to take his place in the world
effectively.

Boothb y 8C Bartlett Co.

best of the year and will attract a
large attendance. Another speaker
in March will be I. S. Appley, economist of Socony Vacuum.
Charles A. Wells, lecturer and cartoonist, will speak on social problems
in April. As Mr. Wells talks he
draws cartoons to illustrate his statements.
These programs of the college
year are not definite , but it is- anticipated that these speakers will come
to Colby on the given • dates. It is
hoped that the students will show
their appreciation to the Forum for
bringing these noted persons here by
attending these programs.

One-Act Pla ys

(Continued from page 1)

tian princess from the resources of
Waterville?—What did a Captain of
Pharaoh use when he wanted to skewer an upstart servant ?—Worst of all,
can something be found to transform
a nice gentlemanly Colby boy to the
sort of grinning thug who did odd
jobs of bow-stringing wives and chopping off heads for a noble of standing in Thebes on the Nile . . Some
3500 years ago ? And so forth, and
so forth." These questions have been
whirling in the brains bent to mighty
tasks in the Workshop these last
weeks. And they have been answered rather well.
Earl e Higgins, a member of Powder and Wig known for an excellent
piece of acting in last year's Everyman, as Goods or Wealth , takes the
stamping, fiery role of Potiphar.
Rhoda Wein is his Lady, Asta, an d a
subtle, unscrupulous, ambitious, fiery
wench she makes of the part. Patrick
Martin plays Joseph splendidly. Heber Brill, Phyllis Chapman , and Alfred Gilbert . . and one other . .
are fitting in well as slaves of varying colors and types.
In the third play, Romance Is a
Racket, by John Kirkpatrick , a band
of American tourists in southern
Italy are belated at a tiny Italian inn,
where they meet a strange adventure.
James Williams and John Pendleton ,
Powder and Wig members of experience, are taking important roles as
the inn-keeper and the submerged
hero . And -Frances Gray, Edna
Slater, and Estelle Rogers are hailed
as "finds" in appealing parts—spinster chaperone and romantic chaperoned debutantes.
Agents of the class and of Powder
and Wig are covering the campus in
a whirlwind ticket sale. If you should
happen to escape them—which is
doubtful—tickets are also on sale at
many vantage points about the college and the city.
The committees on production are
as follows : Costumes. Donna Home,
Phyllis Chapman , Barbara Mitch ell,
Estelle Rogers. Design : Constance
Averell, Jean Coyle, Richard Kohn.
Properties: Margaret Johnson , Mildred Colwell. Business : John Pendleton, Arlene Paine, Alfred Gilbert.
Miss Muriel Robinson , director of
the voluntary art groups at the college, has given great assistance in the
designing and executing of the costumes and accessories. Powder and
Wig members have aided in the business. Edward Porter has charge of
production , and has directed Romance
Is a Raclcet.

GENERAL INSURANCE

The first intersectional intercollegiate football game was played be185 Main Stt
Waterville , Me tween Princeton and 'University of
Virginia in 1890. Princeton won , 116
to 0.
Fif te en pla y ers const i tut ed a team
in the games played in 1.877.
Barber Shop
Georgia Tech won from CumberTemple Street
land in 1017 by a score of 222 to 0.
They piled up 32 touchdowns , 27
2 Chairs Available at all times extra
points and a field goal.

J. O. MICHAUD

CITY JOB PRINT

Tel. 207
Savings Ban k Building , Waterville , Me.

Ma th Teachers
Forth Association
The formation of an association of
the , teachers of mathematics in the
four Maine colleges was announced
yesterday by Professor I. J. Schoenberg of Colby college.
The details were discussed Saturday at a meeting of the complete departments of these colleges attended
by nine from the University of Maine,
four from Bowdoin, two from Bates,
and four from Colby. Next year's
meeting, it was decided , will be on
December 9, 1939, and will be again
held at Colby. Thereafter these annual conferences will rotate among
the four Maine institutions. No' officers were elected , the ' understanding being that the mathematics department of the host college each
year will attend to all arrangements.
The object of this association was
stated by Professor Schoenberg to be
three fold : professional, involving. exchange <oi opinions regarding teaching
problems and methods; scientific, including presentation of papers on
original research and also of an expository nature ; and social, promoting personal acquaintance between
those teaching college mathematics in
neighboring institutions.

Dr . Pottle

(Continued from page 1)

done , and showed very emphatically
the interesting and persisent work of
the literary detective. At the conclusion of Dr. Pottle 's talk , a skeptical g-roup of Colby undergraduates
was thoroughly convinced of the romance and intrigue of literary research.
To explain the work of the literary
scholar, Dr. Pottle gave ah outline of
the "Boswell Seminar," a course
which he gives from time to time at
the Yale Graduate School. He explained that a student taking the
course is led to a little room (in the
Library) quite appropriately called
the "Boswell factory." Here he is introduced to a large file which contains
photostatic copies of the Boswell papers in the famous Isham Collection.
In the room he is also shown numerous reference works. Some of the
photostats of the Boswell papers are
given him, and it becomes his duty to
edit them . Dr. Pottle had a few of
the photostats with him, and after
reading a part of them he proceeded
to show how they would be edited. He
explained that the "Boswell papers"
consists of two sets of manuscripts :
a Journal written in a large hand ,
very clear and legible, and a set of
supplementary notes in rather a
messy condition. To establish the
text it is sometimes necessary to use
both sets of manuscripts. He explained that nine-tenths of the work
of editing, which really consists of
transcribing a manuscript accurately,
could be handled by any competent
stenographer, whose lack of knowledge of the subject would not lead
her to read into the text anything
which was not there. The other tenth
of the work , however, is the scholar's
part, and the most fascinating one.
He will sometimes have to decide
about ambiguous readings in the manuscript. That can be a neat problem
in some places of the Boswell papers,
since Boswell's r, n, u , an d v are usually alike. In addition to settling ambiguous readings, the editor will have
to annotate and explain allusions in
the text. Dr. Pottle illustrated just
how ticklish a problem this could be,
by annotating the portion of the Boswell papers which he had brought
with him. Ho explained how the student would use various reference
works, dictionaries, peerages, and
man y oth ers , to explain references in
the text, and then went on to give an
example of a problem that could not
be settled by referring to any available books.
But t o give onl y ono exam ple of a
number which Mr. Pottle cited to
show how the literary detective
works. In the manuscript which ho
roa d , Boswell referred to a statue in
a little Gorman town, It was a "statue of a Pope , with an olive branch
in one hand and a cross in tho other. "
Two questions woxild immediately
arise for the editor to answer : Who
was tlio Pope? Why did ho hold tho
olive -ranch and cross? Goin g* to all

Get Your Feet Read y Fos* Winter

Bass Moccasins
Goodrich Robbers
and Shuglovs

Gallert Shoe Store
the available reference works he
could find no answer to the questions.
What then? The only thing left him
would be to do what Mr. Pottle himself did : to find out , by various means,
the name of some knowing person in
that particular town with whom he
could correspond about his problem.
When Mr. Pottle wrote a letter to tlie
principal of the school there, he received a reply correcting an error in
Boswell. The statue was one of the
patron saint of Bohemia—not one of
a Pope. Incidentally, he received a
good deal of publicity for his question, too. His letter to the principal
was translated into German and printed in one of the local newspapers.
When the manuscript has been edited—what of it? That is a question
which both the editor and his public
may ask. To it there is only one answer : That the range of the editor 's
knowledge has been widened, that he
has had a great deal of fun with his
work, that he has made the acquaintance of many other people, and that
he can look on his work as a detective
with satisfaction.

Capacity Crowd

(Continued from page 1)

Idiot," both by Moussorgsky ; and
"Serenade ," by Carpenter. The audience was especially pleased with the
rendition of three songs from George
"Porgy
and
Bess ;"
Gershwin's
"Where Is My Bess?" ; Summertime," and "It Ain 't Necessarily So."
Mr. Evans concluded with "Vodvil," a lyrical satire on an entire vaude vil l e p r ogra m , by Harvey Enders.
Mr. Enders is really a busines man
who composes lyrics and music merely
as an avocation. He is especially interested in Wilbur Evans because of
that artist's excellent performance
of his compositions. Throughout the

program Mr . Evans gave several encores.
Among these were "Old
Mother Hubbard" with , music after
the style of Handel, by "Victor HelzHutchinson ; the aria from Tannhauser, "O thou Sublime Sweet Evening
Star," by Wagner ; "From the Land
of the Sky Blue Water," by Cadman;
"Nocturne ," by Pearl Ciirran; "The
Lamplighter," from Kathleen Lockhart Manning's collection of songs in
her "Sketches of Paris ;" Valentine's
aria from "Faust," by Gounod ; and
finally . "Hangm an , Hangman, Slack
on That Line," by Harvey Enders.
Mr. Shomate, Mr. Evans' accompanist, gave several selections on the
piano: "Capriccio," Brahms; "Le
Menuet," Ravel; and "Prelude ," by
Debussy. These were received so
well by the audience that it was necessary for Mr. Shomate to give two
encores, "Claire de Lune," Debussy,
and "Dance of Olaf ," a fast moving
piece by the Italian composer, PickMangiagalli.
Wilbur Evans first came into prominence three years ago when lie won
the Atwater Kent national radio contest. He became popular . at once ,
and has been one of the most widely
booked
American baritones ever
since. His birth , background , and
training are wholly American.
He has starred in opera houses of
St. Louis and Philadelphia , and has
been featured in oratorio in New
York, Pittsburgh, and other large
cities. However, he is essentially a
concert singer, and as such his bookings for both last year and this coming season were sold out at an early
date.
Mr. Evans will appear next in St.
Hyacinth, Canada. The next concert
of the Colby Series this season will
be- on January 20 , with Erno Balogh,
pianist.

Sty lish New Dresses
FOR COLLEGE GIRLS
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Clever Styles
Newest Fab rics
Lar ge v alue
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Sheer Wools
.
Wool Plaid s
Novelty Crepes
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Green , Rust , Wine
Boy Blue , Brown
and Black
Stylos nro clover adaptations
of more expensive drosses—An ,
excellent variety from which
you
may choose—Youthful
stylos for Misses ov Women.
(Basement: Also See
5.98 Display 2nd Floor)
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